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Patent Attorney

Patent Attorney

MIDLANDS

LONDON

Specialism: Biotech

Specialism: Chemistry and Life Sciences
Must be a EPA or CPA qualified attorney

This client are looking for a Qualified Patent Attorney with a
Biotech background. The individual would be responsible for
setting up and leading a Biotech division in the firm. The
company are a market leader in the UK and respected across
Europe.

This is an exciting role at a forward thinking, vibrant private
practice. The role includes managing an existing caseload for the
entire patent cycle. You will also be encouraged to attract new
clients to help grow and develop the company.

Trademark Paralegal

Patent Attorney

LONDON

MIDLANDS

Working for a Law Firm the role will support a busy and highly
regarded Trademark team and therefore seek a confident and
experienced Trademark resource.

Specialism: Physics, Electronics, Mechanical Engineering

You will need to be a proficient hands-on Trademark
administrator with Formalities, Records & Renewals
experience.

Looking for a Qualified Patent Attorney to join the team in
Derby. All attorneys are client facing with a high percentage
of direct contact. The firm has a well-established client base
and allows attorneys to work autonomously.

Patent Attorney

Patent Attorney

IRELAND

NORTHERN EUROPE

Specialism: Electronics/Telecommunications.
Part-qualified or qualified EPA/CPA

Specialism: Electronics

With over 40 staff this client are a full service firm delivering
high calibre service and advice without the need for external
counsel. They specialise across Life Sciences, ICT,
Engineering, MedTech and Trademark/Brand protection.

An International firm who specialise in providing services to
the entertainment industry. You will be a part qualified or
Qualified EPA with an electronics, software or similar
background. This is an excellent opportunity to progress
your career in a challenging and exciting environment.

Senior IP Counsel

Senior Patent Attorney

NETHERLANDS

LONDON OR CAMBRIDGE

Specialism: Chemistry

Specialism: Engineering

A global chemical manufacturer are seeking a Senior IP
Counsel to protect all innovation and brand including advising,
identifying and maintaining IP. Dealing with all aspects of the
IP function. Ideally you will 5 have years’ experience as a
qualified EPA.

With one of the strongest engineering teams this company
serve multi-national businesses across Europe. This includes
aerospace, automotive and oil and gas. If you have a degree
in an Engineering discipline and experience enquire today.

Contact Stephen Gill, Danielle Muir
or Peter Perry
stephen@caseltonclark.co.uk
peter@caseltonclark.co.uk
danielle@caseltonclark.co.uk
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390 Strand London
WC2R 0LT
+44 (0)20 7559 6702
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